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“Bridge at Glen Ellen, Sonoma Co. Ca.; Length 120 ft. – Roadway 18 ft.; Built by the King Bridge Co.
Cleveland, O. 1890.”(original caption). This was the second bridge to cross Sonoma Creek in downtown Glen Ellen. It
replaced an earlier wooden span, built around 1870, which washed away during a winter storm. Blacksmith Timothy Sullivan
was crossing the bridge when it collapsed and lost his life in the flood waters. Photo courtesy of Sonoma Land Trust.

Spans of Time: The Bridges of Glen Ellen

Arthur Dawson
Glen Ellen’s distinctive and varied bridges add much charm to the
daily life of our town. The oldest ones still in use date to the early
20th century and were constructed in horse-and-buggy days. A few
remnants of 19th-century bridges, some built for the railroads, remain
here and there. Our bridges incorporate a variety of materials, including
stone, wood, steel, brick and concrete.
Over the course of its three incarnations, the main
downtown bridge over Sonoma Creek has seen
most of those materials used. Originally wood,
which probably rested on stone piers, it was
replaced in 1890 with a steel span supported on
cylindrical piers filled with concrete (pictured
above). After 49 years, this bridge was replaced
with a concrete span—this is the span we travel
over today.
Glen Ellen’s bridges are deeply woven into the
character of our community and represent a important legacy. CalTrans
recently contacted the Historical Society for input about plans to
replace the Hooker Creek bridge on Highway 12 near Cavedale Road.
Virtually invisible from a speeding auto, thousands of people cross it
every day, unaware that a unique structure lies hidden beneath the
roadway. While it probably cannot be renovated or restored, it will be
carefully documented before it is replaced.
On the other hand, the main downtown bridge is highly visible and
occupies the center of town. Over the next few decades, this span, now
nearly 80 years old, will probably also need replacement or renovation.
This and other issues will be examined and discussed at an upcoming
event jointly sponsored by the Historical Society and the Glen Ellen
Town Forum. See page 2 for details.

“The guys used to play on
the steel bridge over Sonoma
Creek. We would climb to the
top of it, go up the side of it
and rattle the bridge and make
noise…
“Under the bridge were bars.
It was just like a gymnasium.
You could go hand over hand
on the bars above the water in
the creek.
“I can remember one instance.
It was nighttime and we were
rattling the bridge. Frank
Thierkoff, who lived on the
corner of Carmel Avenue, came
out with a shotgun and took
a few shots at us guys on the
bridge. Lucky he didn’t hit
anybody, but the BBs were
flying all around.”
—Bill Meglen
Childhood Memories of Glen Ellen

A Glen Ellen Bridge Sampler

Brick bridge, O’Donnell Lane,
downtown Glen Ellen. Constructed
of yellow brick from the Glen Ellen
brickyard around 1900, this bridge
replaced a timber truss bridge similar
to the one on Bennett Valley Road.

The “Stegosaurus Bridge,”
Dunbar Road at the entrance to Judge
Justi’s former home. Stone and concrete.
Construction date unknown.

Timber truss bridge, Bennett Valley Road.The timbers
we see today are just a portion of the original structure and
no longer support the roadway. They were preserved by the
county when the original wooden bridge over Yulupa Creek
was replaced (year unknown).

Eldridge Steel Truss Bridge, Arnold Drive.
Constructed c. 1932. to replace a collapsed
concrete bridge. Rescued from neglect
by Jim Berkland, c. 2000. (above & left)

YOU’RE INVITED!
The Glen Ellen Historical Society
& Glen Ellen Town Forum
present:

Glen Ellen’s Roads & Bridges:
Past, Present & Future
Become a member
of the Glen Ellen Historical Society today.
Membership is $25, or $15 for seniors and students.
Send a check to:
GEHS at PO Box 35, Glen Ellen, CA 95442
gh

The Glen Ellen Historical Society Board of Directors: Charles
Mikulik (president); Archie Horton; Angela Nardo-Morgan;
Mary Kate Carter; Anne Teller; Pat Carlin; Gregg Montgomery;
Skye Davis; Arthur Dawson. Jim Shere (executive director).

Monday, April 24

•

7 - 8:30 pm

•

Mayflower Hall

Stories of our community’s historical roads and
distinctive bridges followed by a public discussion of
current issues and visions for the future.
Presented & facilitated by
Arthur Dawson, Stacey Vilas, & Nick Brown
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